
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Important Information & Events 
Employee Assistance Program (EAP) 

www.freckmanandassociates.com (800) 331-3226 

Retiree Get Together 1st Wed 10am - Union Hall 

Union Meeting: 2nd Wednesday - 7 pm – Dinner  6 pm 

Steward’s Meeting: 4
th
 Wednesday – 3 pm 

Welfare Club Meeting: 1st Monday - 7 pm at the Mead 

Rod & Gun Club  

Total Benefit Solutions:  Union Hall hours on the first 

two Wednesdays of each month from 9:30 to 3:30.  Call 

1.877.265.2212 to schedule an appointment.   

 

 
 

Work            Personal 
President    Steve Benoit                                          233-2529    399-4195 
1st Vice     Jeff Skorupski                                          233-2556    399-5472 
2nd Vice     Bob Larson                                                                  420-2256 
Insurance   Gerald Kell                                              233-3135    869-7943 
Comp          Ross Strand                                            233-2531    280-1494 
Secretary    Brandon Stromberg                             233-2556    284-1604 
Treasurer     Guy Trudell                                           233-2534    399-9143 
Hall Rental  Steve Kennedy                                                           789-1933 

My BlueHealth Rewards 
Gerald Kell, Insurance Advocate 
 It’s important to understand your 
healthcare coverage and even more important to 
know how to optimize your benefits when it 
comes to coverage. One of the most overlooked 
benefits is the HRA incentives offered through our 
plan that encourage health awareness for covered 
members. Through the BlueCrossBlueShield of 
Tennessee (www.BCBST.com) website, members 
can get additional funds deposited in their Health 
Reimbursement Account (HRA). Up to $1600 is 
available for some plans! You can earn these 
incentives by completing one or all of the 
following requirements: 
 

 Online Health Assessment: $100  

 Online Health Course(2): $200  

 Complete 6 Sessions with a Lifestyle 

Coach:  $300  

 
  These benefits are funded by the Plan which we 
all pay for with our bi-weekly premiums, so please 
take advantage of the opportunity to get paid for 
learning more about your health. Remember, if 
your spouse or domestic partner is covered by the 
plan, they can get the incentives as well. Login at 
www.BCBST.com and go to the Member Wellness 
Portal link under My Health & Wellness tab.  
  Also, if you are one of the over 400 Union 
members enrolled in our voluntary supplemental 
benefits plan through TBS Insurance, you can 
also take advantage of the wellness benefit by 
receiving up to $150 in cash for preventative care 
just by getting a physical! Call Paul or Hristina at 
877.265.2212 to learn more. 
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Maintenance Bids 
Bob Larson, 2nd Vice 

The Company has decided to post for 12 
mechanic bids. They insisted that these be fourth 
year equivalency bids. You may recall last year’s 
bids were for third year qualified mechanics. 
While we would prefer it be open to first year 
mechanics, we agree that we need to get people on 
the floor. This is a change to our contract so it 
must be voted on at the Hall. The vote will be 
taken at the hall and is a onetime exception.  
   The Company has stated that they plan to bring 
in new members as openings arise after these 
twelve. We let them know that we would be 
following the contract and no more changes to the 
entrance qualifications would be 
granted. This is only the second 
time in 10 years that people 
have been brought into 
maintenance. Twenty years ago 
there were 178 maintenance 
employees, there are currently 
only 63. While we will probably 
never see these numbers again, 
we definitely need to bring in 
more people. 
  To bring people in at a fourth year equivalence, 
the written and hands-on test scores will be raised 
to 75%.  If these people cannot be found within 
the Mill (including labor pool and probationary 
employees) the Company will hire from outside. 
These people will have to pass all the same tests 
as internal people.  If after these two routes have 
been exhausted, the numbers have not been filled 
the Company has agreed to re-post and lower the 
passing score to 65%. 
  I strongly urge anyone interested in maintenance 
to sign the bid sheet. The first two portions of the 
entrance test—once passed—are good for life. 
These are the math and Bennett’s tests.  The 
written test is good for two years but can be 
retaken with each bid. The hands-on test will be 
administered to all that pass the written test with 
a score of 75% or more.  This means that a score 
that insufficient for the current bid could qualify 
you for a subsequent bid. There are study 
materials at the Front Gate and the USW Union 
Hall. Please contact myself or a committee 
member for additional information.  

Sole Discretion 
Brandon Stromberg, Secretary 

“Management’s sole discretion” is a phrase 
that allows the Company to change, repeal, 
replace, or delete pretty much anything they see 
fit. That might not be such a terrible thing if the 
Company chose the right decision. But what if they 
continually make the wrong one? One that 
damages a piece of equipment, costs our mill a lot 
of money, gets someone injured, or gets someone 
fired from their job. For those of you who are 
married or in a relationship, you can just imagine 
making 100% of the decisions without consulting 
the other person. Personally, I would probably 
just decide to work every other week for a day or 

two; my kids would be eating 
frozen pizza and pop tarts daily 
and we would have nightly Nerf 
gun battles.  My wife would 
then be happy because she 
didn’t have to make any 
decisions. Yeah, not likely, 
right?  
  Many at this mill still know 
good things can come from 
working together, but with new 

faces and new pressures from a corporate driven 
agenda that mindset can fade.  Perhaps the 
Company could use a second opinion; the 
membership’s opinion. In our current contract, we 
have some good language which mandates the 
Company and Union work together on particular 
issues and come to a consensus (i.e. Safety 
Leadership).  In some of these areas the Company 
is proposing to remove the language that allows 
us to work together and replace with 
“management’s sole discretion.”  The Company 
believes the union’s input is too “restrictive.” I 
know this might be hard, but can each of you think 
of one time in your career when management 
acted with their “sole discretion” and things did 
not turn out well for us?  The sad reality is 
sometimes the unilateral decisions made by 
management hurt us all. So if the employees can 
have some valuable input to prevent or minimize 
that, we should have that avenue. We will 
continue to negotiate opportunities for that to 
happen and for our voices to be heard. 



 

  

Negotiations 
Steve Benoit, President 

  Negotiations continue to slowly move forward 
and are scheduled for January 31st and February 
6th & 7th.  For January’s session, we will have the 
pleasure of hosting USW International Safety and 
Health Specialist,  Steve Sallman, to address our 
Safety proposal.  Steve’s history includes four 
years at the Iowa Division of Labor – OSHA, in the 
Consultation and Education Bureau as a safety and 
health consultant. Prior to that, he worked at the 
Firestone Tire and Rubber Plant for 13 years 
where he served Local Union 310 as a full-time 
health, safety and environment representative for 
eight years. 

 
Tentative Agreements: 
 
Union Proposal 1-Add language to Article 5 
Membership.  Language will be added stating, 
“The above provision shall be implemented to the 
extent permitted by State law.”.  This language 
addresses Right to Work and in the case that the 
Right to Work Law would change the Union and 
Company would follow the State law. 
Union Proposal 8C- Proposed language around 
mutual Sunday trades.  This language allows two 
people to trade Sundays within the same pay 
period. 
 
Company Proposal 21- Eliminate restrictive 
fitness for duty clause.  (This TA has not been 
signed yet but will be at the next negotiations) 
With this proposal the company was pushing very 

hard to utilize the doctor of their choice if an 
employee was sent for a fit for duty.  In the end we 
were able to get the company to keep the language 
as is with a change the number of miles, from 400 
to 250, a member could travel to see a doctor and 
an addition to the language encouraging the 
employee to work with the company on a doctor 
choice.  In the end it is still the employee’s choice 
who they would like to see. 
 

Non-Economic items still being negotiated: 
 
 Lines of Progression 

 Seniority Break 

 E&I Merger Plan and Mutli-Craft Agreement 

 Side Agreements 

 Apprenticeship Program 

 Attendance Policy 

 Alcohol and Drug Policy 

 Health and Safety 

 Temporary vacancies  

 Curtailment 

 Temporary Transfer Language 

 Construction and Maintenance  

 Tour and day workers 

 Article 21- Supervisors doing Union work 

 Vacation guidelines 

 Flexibility 

Attend meetings and watch for CAT letters 

from your bargaining committee. 

 



 

  

January 

 Union Meeting Highlights 
 

 The Charity Club report was provided.  There 

will be an audit in February.   

 The Women of Steel (WOS) report was given 

and all who donated to the blanket/pajama 

drive were thanked.  The WOS has a meeting 

scheduled for January 23rd 9:00am - 3:30pm. 

 The Utility Relief Position and its challenges 

were discussed.   

 The Company has shown interest in 

eliminating the Core Room, but we’ve made it 

clear they cannot contract out our work.  

 The PS&D vote is going on now.   

 The 3rd step grievance meetings were 

discussed.   

 One paid grievance for more than $6,000.00 

was shared. 

 The Oilers will be voting to merge groups.   

 The Company would like to hire 12 Mechanics 

and 6 E&I.  The Hall discussed the 

memorandum of agreement for the 

maintenance bid.  We will vote on the 

agreement at next month’s meeting.   

 Maintenance bidding for this year was 

discussed.  

 A discussion on the troubles with our HRA 

money being available for 2018.   

 The Hall discussed the new Ceridian Day Force 

page and all were encouraged to verify their 

information.  

 The Hall was informed on how the mill will be 

installing remote E-stops for oil pumps in E3 

and eventually mill-wide.   

 Jason Berube was thanked for filling the Next 

Generation position this past year and Vic 

LaCosse was welcomed to serve the position 

for this year.   

 We filed a NLRB Board charge against the 

Company for not allowing us to have our 

“What’s The Plan?” magnets up in the mill.   

 

 The “What’s The Plan?” t-shirts will be handed 

out and we will continue our campaign for an 

answer.   

 Nomination for committee positions will be in 

March and the election will be in April.   

 John Dubord and Jesse Peacock will be 

attending the USW Health and Safety 

Conference in Pittsburgh.   

 Mill Manager, Matt Archambeau, has taken a 

position with corporate and we will have Todd 

Downey as the new mill manager.   

 We discussed specifics of contract 

negotiations.   

 Our USW Bishop Noa Home Local has met 

twice for their initial collective bargaining 

agreement and has 19 Tentative Agreements. 

 A motion concerning Special Assignments was 

made and discussed.  The motion was tabled 

until the next meeting so more information can 

be gathered on the vote. 



 

  

Retiree Healthcare Grievance 
Gerald Kell, Insurance Advocate 
 With help from USW International, District 
and Local representatives, we’ve moved the 
retiree healthcare grievance to the 3rd step of the 
grievance procedure. It’s been an admittedly slow 
process but it’s important we get our proverbial 
ducks in a row to be prepared for the fight. I want 
to remind all affected retirees that they should 
have already secured healthcare coverage for 
2018 to ensure no gap in coverage. The basic 
construct of our grievance is that members who 
retired prior to December 31st, 2017 would 
continue to receive the pre-65 retiree medical 
coverage through the mill plan until they reach 
Medicare eligibility. Any active employees would 
no longer be eligible to retire with this coverage. 
This is based on the contractual language agreed 
upon in the Master Agreement negotiated with 
NewPage several years ago. Verso has chosen to 
defy this agreement and simply cut everyone off 
starting 2018. They claim the language permits 
them to do so, contrary to the understanding of all 
parties prior to Verso’s interpretation. We 
appreciate the patience of our members and thank 
them for the critical information and history 
behind the agreement. 

Utility Reliefs 
Jeff Skorupski, 1st Vice 

      The new Utility Relief positions will have a 
spot and build seniority in their respective lines of 
progression.  These bids will be awarded the same 
as all our bids using department seniority 
followed by mill seniority. Utility reliefs will get 
the preferred schedule by seniority. This will be a 
one year trial and the following measurable 
factors will be used to determine its success: 
 Improved up-training 

 Overtime reduction 

 Cancelled vacations 

 Timely bid movement 

 Fewer 18 hour shifts 

  In the event that either the Company or the 
Union can prove the trial was unsuccessful, the 
Utility Relief position will be eliminated through 
attrition. If this occurs, no employee will lose their 
job or be laid off. We do not entirely understand 
how the Company is planning to make this work 
since we already know the major problem is 
understaffing and members being held rather than 
moved to their jobs. We will meet with the 
Company regularly to discuss the transition and 
work through the issues that will inevitably arrise.  
The following is a list of the areas getting a Utility 
Relief position followed by the number of 
positions that will be added: 
 
E1 Machine 

(2) 
E3 Machine 

(3) 
E4 Machine 

(2) 
Woodyard (2) 

E1 Coater 

(2) 
E3 Coater 

(2) 
E4 Coater 

(2) 
Boiler House 

(2) 

E1 Supers 

(1) 
E3 Supers 

(1) 
E4 Supers 

(1) 
Water & 

Effluent (1) 

E1 Winders 

(1) 
E3 Winders 

(1) 
E4 Winders 

(1) 
Pulp Lab (1) 

E1 Color 

Bldg (1) 
E3 Color 

Bldg (1) 

Pulp Dryer 

(1) 
RMP Mill (1) 

 

With many of us frustrated by how our mill is being run, the regular benefits fiascos, squandered 

capital, and not being heard, we now see a change in management. Most of us have heard that our Mill 

Manager, Matt Archambeau, will be leaving us for the Center of Excellence and we will have a new mill 

manager, Todd Downey soon. We have been told from some very good sources that Todd is a good 

mill manager at other locations and good to work with. If you have a chance to meet with Todd, please 

let him know the positives here in Escanaba and what your frustrations are so that he is informed about 

where we are as a Union and where we want this mill to be.  Maybe Todd will be able to share a plan 

for our future.      

 



 

  

Today’s NLRB 
Gerald Kell, Rapid Response 

It’s too often unknown or forgotten how 
important the National Labor Relations Board is to 
our rights as employees and how much of those 
rights are derived from their actions. In turn, it’s 
equally important to be aware of their inactions or 
regressive actions as an enforcement agency. 
You’ve likely heard reference to one of the 
important tools called a “board charge”. The board 
charge refers to an accusation of misconduct 
submitted to the NLRB. They’re crucial in our fight 
to keep management honest. As I’ve written 
previously and maybe even droned on about at 
meetings, the NLRB’s top panel is made up of 
presidential appointees. As you can imagine, when 
this board is comprised of a majority which looks 
out for middle class working men and women, it’s 
labor-friendly; inversely, when it’s staffed with 
union-busting, corporate shills, we lose the power 
to defend our rights.  

  Regardless of your political leanings, it’s 
indisputable that President Obama oversaw 
significant, positive changes to labor policies 
during his time in office in relation to safety, 
unionization, and worker defense. But much of 
that legacy has been shredded since he left less a 
year ago. The White House during those years did 
a lot to implement policies which were intended 
to help workers. The administration encouraged 
unionization and imposed stricter rules to protect 
workers against abusive employers.  
 Despite the hollow campaign promises, the 
Trump administration clearly views workers’ 

rights as “too restrictive” and has proven so by his 
appointments. For General Counsel, he nominated 
Peter Robb from the law firm, Proskauer Rose. 

Proskauer is notorious for its anti-labor and 
employment, litigation, corporate, private equity 
law departments; a firm who also regularly works 
for Trump and has allowed him to avoid paying 
contractors, employees, and small businesses 
owners by exposing loopholes or inundating them 
with costly litigation. With lawyers like Robb, 
wealth incumbency is kept by simply paying 
lawyers “x” amount of dollars to keep from paying 
Joe & Sally Small Business Owner or Tom &  Mary 
Employee. 
 
 “Last week, Robb withdrew a July 2017 complaint 
charging manufacturing conglomerate Honeywell 
with illegally locking out 350 union members in New 
York and Indiana for nearly 10 months by 
preventing them from doing their jobs and 
replacing them with temps. As a result of the 
dismissal, the workers won't get any compensation 
for the ordeal. The complaint had been filed by 
Robb's predecessor, former union attorney and 
Obama appointee Richard Griffin.” 

 
  The NLRB is also pursuing a repeal of the 
Excelsior rule. The Excelsior rule makes 
employers provide union organizers with a list of 
eligible voters and their home addresses a few 
days before an election. It’s an essential tool in a 
campaign, and any cut is a blow to unions. It’s 
anti-union efforts like this that compel me to 
throw my hands in the air in frustrated disbelief 
when the same individual complaining about a 
lack of organizing, bargaining power, or ability to 
defend their rights continually votes against 
themselves.  
  Of course, we can’t place all the blame on those 
who vote for candidates who don’t reciprocate 
their support in the workplace. We have a duty to 
educate and learn more about why it is certain 
candidates deserve our support over another. By 
no means will we find a candidate that can meet 
all the individual needs of a membership and 
cannot expect to. However, understanding the 
importance of certain issues can help us 
determine their priority when choosing a 
candidate. Moving forward, we need to make a 



 

  

concerted effort to also explain what a 
Congressman or woman can do FOR us as 
opposed to simply stating what some are doing to 
hurt us. With that in mind, it’s important to 
further understand some of our rights that are 
currently afforded through and policed by the 
NLRB. We’re in the midst of enormously 
important collective bargaining at the mill and 
these rules are often as important as anything. As 
you read the following guidelines, you’ll likely 
notice some that have been followed and several 
that have been violated.  
 
NLRB Guidelines 

Employers have a legal duty to bargain in good 
faith with their employees' representative and to 
sign any collective bargaining agreement that has 
been reached. This duty encompasses many 
obligations, including a duty not to make certain 
changes without bargaining with the union and 
not to bypass the union and deal directly with 
employees it represents. These examples barely 
scratch the surface: 

 Make changes in wages, hours, working conditions, or 
other mandatory subjects of bargaining before 
negotiating with the union to agreement or overall 
impasse. 

 Fail to meet with the union at reasonable times and 
reasonable intervals. 

 Fail to bargain in good faith concerning mandatory 
subjects of bargaining. 

 Refuse to furnish information the union requests that is 
relevant to the bargaining process or to the employees' 
terms or conditions of employment. 

 Modify any term of a collective-bargaining agreement 
without the union's consent. 

 Make unilateral changes in terms and conditions of 
employment during the term of a collective-bargaining 
agreement, unless the union has clearly and 
unmistakably waived its right to bargain or the change 
is too minor to require bargaining.  

 Refuse to bargain over the effects of a change in the 
scope and direction of your enterprise, even though you 
need not bargain over the change itself because it 
concerns a matter at the core of your entrepreneurial 
control of your business. Whether a proposed change is 

a nonbargainable "scope and direction" change or a 
mandatory subject of bargaining may present a difficult 
legal question. However, subcontracting that merely 
substitutes one group of workers for another to do the 
same work under similar conditions of employment is 
not a nonbargainable "scope and direction" change. 

 Refuse to recognize and bargain with a union that 
represents employees of an employer whose business 
you are acquiring. 

 Set initial terms and conditions of employment before 
bargaining with the union if you are a "perfectly clear" 
Burns successor - that is, if you make it perfectly clear 
that you plan to retain all of the predecessor's 
employees, or at least enough of them to make it evident 
that the union's majority status will continue, without 
informing them that they will be expected to work 
under different terms. 

 Bypass the union and deal directly with employees.  

 Insist to impasse on a proposal concerning an illegal 
subject of bargaining, or include an illegal clause in a 
labor contract. Illegal subjects include, for example, a 
proposal to make the contract terminable at will or to 
give the employer the right to discharge employees for 
union activity. 

 Lock out employees in support of an impermissible 
objective - e.g., to pressure the union to accept an illegal 
bargaining proposal, a bad-faith bargaining position, or 
terms unilaterally implemented absent a valid impasse. 

 Declare impasse and refuse to bargain where a valid 
impasse has not been reached. 

 Declare impasse and implement terms where a valid 
impasse has not been reached. 

 


